A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
and formed the alliance which, being joined later by Sweden
was called the Triple Alliance. But Charles pointed out to
Louis that it was not hostile to him. It only sought to compel
Spain to accept what Louis had himself offered. The result
of the new position was that Charles was in demand by both
the French and the Dutch, and he could play the one against
the other. If and when Louis was willing to pay for his support
he would no longer be so completely at the mercy of grants
from his wealthier subjects who were aiming at undoing the
national monarchy.
Charles had thus created a 'triangle/ the changes of which
he could ring at will, the three points being the Dutch, the
French King, and the seditious party in the Commons. If the
rich at home threatened to paralyse the King of England
financially he could get immediate financial help from Louis.
If Louis tried to play the master he could threaten him with
the Dutch, and yield to and emphasize the anti-French body
in the Parliament, If the Dutch thought that this would secure
them commercial supremacy and the command of the sea he
could approach Louis again. Thus playing on the three forces,
relying on each in turn, Charles kept up to the end of the
reign and maintained—for a time—the last remnants of English
popular kingship, and yet secured the English people from
foreign menace on either side. But it was a fencing extremely
perilous, with the most venomous of his domestic enemies always
ready to kill the Kingly power. He kept it up till his own
death, but after that they had their way.
The Ousting of the Peasants. While these great but
spectacular doings were passing, another thing, almost un-
noticed in our histories but of eyen greater importance, was
toward. We have already seen how the class of large land-
owners were during all this generation breaking up the Crown
above them. They were also breaking up the English peasantry
below. They had already maintained all the feudal dues owing
to themselves by the villagers when they abolished, in 1660, the
feudal dues owed by them to the Crown. They now went a
step farther.
In the end of the Cavalier Parliament, in 1679, was passed
the Statute of Frauds^ a law of more effect in mining tbe
EngKsh peasantry even than the enclosure of commons. By the
Statute of Farads any lease of land (among other contracts) must
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